Advances in microbial ecosystem concepts and their consequences for ruminant agriculture.
Microbial transformations in the rumen ecosystem have a major impact on our ability to meet the challenge of reducing the environmental footprint of ruminant livestock agriculture, as well as enhancing product quality. Current understanding of the rumen microbial ecosystem is limited, and affects our ability to manipulate rumen output. The view of ruminal fermentation as the sum of activities of the dominant rumen microbiota is no longer adequate, with a more holistic approach required. This paper reviews rumen functionality in the context of the microbiota of the rumen ecosystem, addressing ruminal fermentation as the product of an ecosystem while highlighting the consequences of this for ruminant agriculture. Microbial diversity in the rumen ecosystem enhances the resistance of the network of metabolic pathways present, as well as increasing the potential number of new pathways available. The resulting stability of rumen function is further promoted by the existence of rumen microbiota within biofilms. These protected, structured communities offer potential advantages, but very little is currently known about how ruminal microorganisms interact on feed-surfaces and how these communities develop. The temporal and spatial development of biofilms is strongly linked to the availability of dietary nutrients, the dynamics of which must also be given consideration, particularly in fresh-forage-based production systems. Nutrient dynamics, however, impact not only on pathway inputs but also the turnover and output of the whole ecosystem. Knowledge of the optimal balance of metabolic processes and the corresponding microbial taxa required to provide a stable, balanced ecosystem will enable a more holistic understanding of the rumen. Future studies should aim to identify key ecosystem processes and components within the rumen, including microbial taxa, metabolites and plant-based traits amenable to breeding-based modification. As well as gaining valuable insights into the biology of the rumen ecosystem, this will deliver realistic and appropriate novel targets for beneficial manipulation of rumen function.